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THREE QUALITIES OF A GOOD PROGRAMMER

1 - Laziness

You’ll go to great lengths to reduce overall energy expenditure

2 - Impatience

The anger you feel when the computer is being lazy

3 - Hubris

Excessive pride that makes you write/maintain programs 

that others won’t say bad things about

~ Larry Wall, original author of the Perl Programming Languages

(Excerpts from the Perl Glossary at https://perldoc.perl.org/perlglossary)



HOW TO BE A “BETTER” PROGRAMMER

Your computer can do a gazillion things a second.  

How many can you do?

Let the computer do more, so you can do more!



HOW TO GET THE COMPUTER TO DO MORE

Stop doing time-consuming things yourself!

It hurts to do things slowly.

What are you doing that hurts?  



“HEE HAW” WISDOM

“Doc, it hurts when I do this!”



“HEE HAW” WISDOM

“THEN DON’T DO THAT!”



DON’T DO WHAT? 

When it comes to diagnosing CICS application problems, 

what is most painful about the way you resolve them? 

• Reading Dumps? 

•Analyzing Traces?

• Stepping through with Debuggers?



DOWN IN THE DUMPS?

A transaction abending is probably one of the more common 

indicators something went wrong.  

Depending on system settings, a “dump” can be created.  

A dump contains the contents of memory used by the program,  

and some indication of what instruction the program was trying 

to execute.



DOWN IN THE DUMPS?

Messages notifying you of an abend can appear:

- On the terminal:



DOWN IN THE DUMPS?

Messages notifying you of an abend can appear:

- On the system console:



DOWN IN THE DUMPS?

Messages notifying you of an abend can appear:

- Into one of the “MSGUSR” Transient Data destinations:



DOWN IN THE DUMPS? 

Ok, so there was a problem, and it produced a dump.

What do you have to know? 



DOWN IN THE DUMPS? 

THAT DEPENDS !

The first thing you have to know to read a dump is 

“Where is it?”



DOWN IN THE DUMPS? 

THAT ALSO DEPENDS !

You also have to know what kind of dump, 

(if any)

was produced for the problem.



TWO TYPES OF CICS DUMPS

Transaction Dump

A “Transaction Dump” contains memory (data and code) used by a 

single CICS transaction.  

Messages will be sent to the CDUL* transient data destination if a 

transaction dump was produced: 

* CDUL is often included in the MSGUSR (SYSOUT) DD for the CICS region.  



TWO TYPES OF CICS DUMPS

System Dump

A “System Dump” contains most of the memory allocated to an entire 

CICS region.  Because of their large size, system dumps are often 

suppressed by CICS:



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW 
TO USE TRANSACTION DUMPS?

- There are 2 dump datasets, “DFHDMPA” and “DFHDMPB”

- Both are defined in the JCL for the CICS region

- Only one is active at a time

- Use the CEMT SET DUMP SWITCH command to control:

At a minimum, you have to know the transaction ID and 

which Dump Data Set (“A” or “B”) was used.



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW 
TO USE TRANSACTION DUMPS?

You also have to have JCL to “print” the dump:

Notes:

- The suffix for DFHDUxxx is the 3-digit CICS “release” level  (TS5.5 = 720,  TS5.6 = 730, etc)

- DFHDMPDS must specify the correct (“A” or “B”) dataset

- You can specify inclusion criteria, such as transaction ID to be printed.

- Refer to https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/cics-ts/5.6?topic=program-format-sysin-control-statements

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/cics-ts/5.6?topic=program-format-sysin-control-statements


WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW 
TO USE TRANSACTION DUMPS? 

The bad news is: Printing a dump is the easy part.  

What do you have to know to use (aka “read”) a dump? 



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW 
TO USE TRANSACTION DUMPS? 

The bad news is: Printing a dump is the easy part.  

What do you have to know to use (aka “read”) a dump? 

A LOT !!!



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW 
TO USE TRANSACTION DUMPS? 

What does all this mean? 

How long does it take to learn how to use these?

Once I’ve learned, How long does it take to determine the problem?



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW 
TO USE TRANSACTION DUMPS? 

What does all this mean? 

Offset x’1AE’ -> instruction x’1D05’



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW 
TO USE TRANSACTION DUMPS? 

X’1D05’ = Divide reg 0 by reg 5

Reg 5 = 0

Divide by zero exception



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE SYSTEM DUMPS? 

There are few things you should know about system dumps:

1) If you really need one, you’ll probably have to enable CICS for it.

Our’s today is an SR0001 dump (this time—there are numerous types).

Use CEMT SET SYDUMPCODE to set the MAX count > Cur count

(The “Max” value is the total number of times the dump will be written. 

You must set it to some number higher than what has already occurred—shown by the “Cur” value.)



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE SYSTEM DUMPS? 

Recreate the problem.  The console should indicate a system dump was taken:

The memory of the entire CICS region was written to a sequential dataset named 

SYS1.SVCDUMP.Z2.D220105.T204927.S00001



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE SYSTEM DUMPS? 

2) The second thing to know about system dumps is that they are BIG!



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE SYSTEM DUMPS? 

The main thing to know about system dumps is…



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE SYSTEM DUMPS? 

The main thing to know about system dumps is…

Don’t do that!



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE SYSTEM DUMPS? 

The main thing to know about system dumps is…

Don’t do that!
IBM or a vendor (like MacKinney Systems) might ask you for one.  (Be sure they 

ask for a “system” or “svc” dump—a transaction dump may be all they need.)  

If  they do, you will need to use TRSMAIN or another compression product on the 

file before it can be processed by the receiving end.  Your vendor should give 

you the necessary instructions.



DUMPS RECAP

What are the advantages of using dumps?

• “Free”--every z/OS system can produce a dump

With training, IPCS can be used to speed the process.

• No setup prior to the problem is needed

(Your system needs to have space available for the dump.)

• Sometimes they are the only way to resolve an issue



DUMPS RECAP

What are the disadvantages to using dumps?

• Reading a dump is usually very labor-intensive.  

In other words, they are time-consuming.

(There are vendor products, and IBM’s IPCS, which can be used to simplify using a dump.)

• A great deal of technical knowledge is required to use them.

• They are “point in time” only.

It can be difficult to determine program flow prior to the abend.

However, the trace table entries included in the dump can help.



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE?  

CICS has an integrated tracing facility that can record 

every interaction of your program with CICS.

• Trace entries are recorded in two locations:  Internal and External

• The internal trace is usually active, but tends to “wrap” quickly.

• There are two external (“AUX”) trace files: “DFHAUXT” and “DFHBUXT”



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE?

The CETR transaction is used to control the Trace Facility



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE? 

You usually have to start it.  Note which Dataset is used:



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE?

To avoid recording activity for everything in CICS, you can be selective:



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE?

Run your test. Then stop the trace ASAP:



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE? 

Now what? 

Trace dataset DFHAUXT now contains records for your trace.  

You must “print” them using program DFHTUnnn

where nnn = system release (e.g. TS5.6 = ‘730’) 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/cics-ts/5.6?topic=programdfhtu730-trace-selection-parameters-trace-utility-program

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/cics-ts/5.6?topic=programdfhtu730-trace-selection-parameters-trace-utility-program


WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE?

Using an AUXTRACE listing is like looking for a needle in a haystack…

A really big haystack!  

Almost everything CICS does under the covers is exposed.  

Each domain call is shown with matching ENTRY and EXIT displays.



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE?

With an editor (or IPCS), you can find *EXC* entries for the exception…

But without help or a lot of experience, it’s tough.



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE?

And even when you get there, it may not be very helpful…

This 65-statement program (5 with EXEC CICS statements) 

generated around 1600 trace entries with nearly 20,000 print lines!)



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE CICS TRACE?

There are products, including IPCS, that help you decipher the trace data.  

But without a lot of knowledge (i.e. “experience”), you may find trace 

data, like system dumps, something you only send to IBM or a vendor.

One thing also to note—DFHDUnnn (the dump “print” program) includes 

an abbreviated trace table following the dump of memory.  



CICS TRACE RECAP

What are the advantages of using AUXTRACE?

• “Free”—built into every version of CICS

With training, IPCS can be used to speed the process.

• No setup prior to the problem is needed

(Depending on the application, you may need large trace datasets)

• Sometimes they are the only way to resolve an issue



CICS TRACE RECAP

What are the disadvantages to using AUXTRACE?

• A great deal of technical knowledge is required to use them. 

There are products that make it easier.

• There is a lot of data generated

I already mentioned the 5 “EXEC CICS” statement program 

generated 20,000 lines of trace data. 

• It’s likely to take a long time to find a problem.

“Can’t see the forest for all the trees!”



WHAT ABOUT DEBUGGERS?

A third type of tool in application diagnosis is the “Debugger”.

A debugger is an add-on product that allows you to step through your 

program, generally one statement at a time.  You can display and change 

the program’s data, and alter the sequence statements that get executed.



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE DEBUGGERS?

• Debuggers work by matching a program’s executable code with the 

matching compile or assembly listing.

• When the machine code for a particular statement is about to be 

executed, the debugger will position your display to that statement in 

the compile/assembly listing.

• This requires that the debugger at some time have access to either the 

ADATA generated by the compiler/assembler, or the listing.

• There is often a step added to the compiler JCL to make it ready for 

debugging.



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE DEBUGGERS?

• Debuggers are real-time: You cannot use a debugger to diagnose a 

problem that occurred previously.  

• The debugger must be told to start debugging a program.  

Each debugger has it’s own way to do this. 

• The user interface can be a 3270 session or web browser.



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE DEBUGGERS?

Here’s an example debug window: 



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE DEBUGGERS?

You can step through the code one line at a time, 

or continue to selected “halt points” to avoid stepping through  each line.

Variables can be displayed and changed, 

either as they change, on request, or all the time.



WHAT DO I HAVE TO KNOW TO USE DEBUGGERS?

If the program is abending, you can just continue until the abend occurs. 

You can also change the order of the program statements. 



DEBUGGER RECAP

What are the advantages to using debuggers?

• You can observe your program executing.  

Without a debugger, you either must desk check manually, or test 

the best you can and hope you didn’t miss anything.

• You can change data on-the-fly to test exceptions.

Some exceptions are difficult to produce.  

• You can verify the results of every statement.

Or, you can skip to the interesting parts.

• It’s fairly easy

If you can code, you will understand the debugger output.



DEBUGGER RECAP

What are the disadvantages to using debuggers?

• It can take a very long time to observe every line of code!  

Functions like “continue” and “halt” can reduce this, but 

debugging sessions tend to take a long time. 

• Sometimes, observing the program changes the results.

Particularly, timing-sensitive issues.

• You generally have to be “live and in person”.  

If something fails when you’re not there, a debugger won’t show you 

what happened and you may have to read a dump anyway.



RECAP

So far, we’ve learned that: 

• Reading a dump is difficult and slow

- but all the point-in-time info is there.

• Reading a CICS trace is really difficult, and is really slow

- but everything that happened is there.

• Stepping thru a program with a debugger is easy

- but can be really slow.



RECAP

Is there a better way? 



WHAT WE REALLY WANT

What if you could combine: 

• The ability to capture everything that happened, like a trace.

• The ability to display contents of any or all variables, like a dump

But be able to see not only all the variables every “step”, but let the tool 

compare & point out the differences each step made!

• The ability to display every step, like a debugger, but 

NOT HAVE TO WAIT FOR IT!



WHAT WE REALLY WANT

We would like to announce a new paradigm for program development!

Introducing: 

CICS Task Recorder!



CICS TASK RECORDER

With CICS Task Recorder you can:

• Examine the execution flow of a CICS task

- Like a debugger, but you can go straight to points of interest

• Display the contents of selected or all Working Storage variables

- Like a dump, except you can examine the variables at each step

• Compare the results of 2 runs of the same transaction

- Showing both any differences in steps, and the value of variables

• Observe the elapsed time in each step

- Like a trace, but with much greater granularity



CICS TASK RECORDER

How is that a new “paradigm”? 

• Easy to use

- Information is displayed in terms familiar to programmer

- Point-and-click/GUI interface makes usage quick and simple

- Like a dump, but data is displayed using program variable names

- Like a trace, but at the level the programmer coded

- Like a debugger, but avoids the lengthy step-at-a-time process

- Like a tuning product, in that you can observe delays



CICS TASK RECORDER

How is that a new “paradigm”? 

• Provides more information

- Elapsed time is displayed, showing where tuning might be needed

- Highlights TCB switches

- Synchronizes with mirrored transactions in other regions

- Formats data into the native language variables and structures

- Provides a way to compare results before and after code changes



CICS TASK RECORDER

How is that a new “paradigm”? 

• Speeds application understanding of “legacy” systems

- Observe transfer of control between programs and across regions 

- See which programs access which VSAM files and Db2 tables

- Compare changes to data before and after a program call



CICS TASK RECORDER

How do you use CICS Task Recorder? 

• Submit a recording session

• Run the transaction(s)

• View the results



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Submit a recording session

You can start a from either a CICS 3270 session:



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

…or from a web browser:



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

You can view the recording while the session is running, or afterwards by clicking “Tasks”

The CICS exits are enabled only for the number of seconds you specify

- No overhead in the region when CTR is not recording.



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

The “Task List” shows the transactions recorded during a session.



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

The “Summary” button shows the functions executed in the task.



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

The “Task” button shows the functions executed in the task.



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Buttons on left show additional information, like Working Storage



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Or the COMMAREA passed to called programs.

The “Mapping” button formats storage into the copybooks used by the program



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

SQL calls can be displayed:



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

…along with their results:



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Differences between result sets can be compared with the “Diff” function:



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Columns highlighted with turquoise indicate differences:

“Diff” can also be used on most types of data, including VSAM records, COMMAREAS,  

and Working Storage variables.



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Here’s an example of 

displaying a merge of 

3 transactions:



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Notice you can see the

effects of the ENQs 

between the different 

tasks:



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Any questions?



USING CICS TASK RECORDER

Thank you for your time!


